1. The Intra-University Charges for Technology will be $35/semester-student. This is $10 semester-student more than the Charges for Technology for pre-business students.

2. Some funds will be used to build a computer laboratory, which is planned to be located in very nice space in Corbett Hall. This has already been arranged with Housing and approved by the students; no funds will be exchanged; this arrangement is similar to those for the computer labs that Natural Sciences (Ingersoll Hall) and Business (Durrell Center) already have in space provided by housing.

3. Paul Shang and I discussed, at length, the issue of open access to the lab. Paul expressed great concern for the following reasons: 1) the students approved the Tech Fee with the understanding that they would have control over the lab and be able to set policy regarding usage, and 2) most of the other labs have a policy of closed access - an open access policy for this lab would therefore be inconsistent. Given the delicate political situation of this proposal is under consideration for approval and we may need student advocates, and the fact that the access issue needs to be examined comprehensively, for all colleges, Paul and I believe that this issue ought to be reconsidered at a future date.